
broad~r fr~ework of general Jurisdiction under the proposed convention the
fol1o~ng.Issues figured: (a) foundation ofJurisdictional rules in general and
specific CIrcumstances; (b) criteria for jurisdiction should include national
person~, companies and legal persons; (c) criteria to decide fora for jurisdiction
:,ould mc~ude place of headquarters, principal place of business place of
incorporanon and place of central management and control; (d) issue of party
autonomy; (e) formal validity and material validity for choice of court; (f) tacit
~cceptance of court; (g! jurisdiction in matters relating to legal persons,
Imm?vable property and intellectual property rights; (h) Jurisdiction in matters
relating to enforcement of judgements; (i) jurisdiction in matters of contract
jurisdiction in matters relating to tort, wherein specific case of traffic accidents'
products liability and environmental torts were considered; (k) competition
laws; (I) nationality and domicile of parties; and (n) protective measures.

. All~elegations were of the unanimous view that not only is an exchange
of information on the application and implementation of the Convention
essential, but also that a uniform interpretation of the future Convention would
ensur~ the o~jective of the Convention of good international management
ofjustice and Improved efficiency.

It may be stated that the nineteenth session of Hague Conference
noted that as globalization of world economies posed increased difficulties in
dea~ng with .matters relating to international litigation, especially where private
parties are Involved it require adoption of a new convention to ensure
jurisdictional equality among plaintiff and defendants. In furtherance of this
need, the Special Commission of the Conference decided to commence work
fr~m Ma~ch 199~ ?n Chapter III of the Preliminary Document No.7, dealing
with. foreign decisions. Matters relating to protective measures, lispindens
multiple defence warranty and guarantee of third party proceedings andfarum
non conveniens, would also be discussed.

As regards the meeting of Special Commission in November 1998
the task would be to prepare a preliminary draft convention, as far as complete:
to ~nabl~further consultation before the Special Commission meeting in 1999,
w~ch Willprepare the preliminary draft Convention ready for adoption at the
Diplomatic Session in 2000.
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(iii) B.Secretariat Study: World Trade Organisation:
Dispute Settlement Mechanism

OVERVlEW OF GATT PRACTICE

A. Institutional mechanism

Paragraph 3:1 ofthe WTO Understanding on Rules and Procedures
Governing the Settlement of Disputes [hereinafter 'Dispute Settlement
Understanding' or 'Understanding'] commits the Members ofWIO to adhere
to dispute settlement principles as provided under Articl~ XX!I and XXII~ of
GATT 1947. Taking into account this arrangement which alms at ensunng
legal continuity ofthe GATTIWfO dispute settlement: this part shallendeavour
to provide an overview oftheworking of the GATT dispute settlement system.

The General Agreement by itself contained no explicit provisions
concerning dispute settlement panels. The right to dispute settlement ,:as
usually attributed to ArticlesXXII and XXIII of the General A~reement. Art~cle
XXII directed parties to consult with other party requestmg co~sultatlOn
regarding "all matters affecting the operation of this Agreement". Article XXIll
directed parites to give sympathetic consideration" to claims that "a benefit
accruing directly or indirectly to a complaining party p~rsuant to the Gener~
Agreement was being nullified or impaired by some actlo~ ofanoth~r party .
If consultations did not yield a satisfactory agreement, Article X?GII .allowed
the aggrieved party to request the GATT Contracting Parties to mv~stlgate ~e
matter and make recommendations to the parties concerned or give a ruling
on the matter, as appropriate.

Apart from Articles XXII and XXIII, 'international procedure~ for the
settlement of disputes among GATT Contracting Parties are set out m a few
special GATT provisions, such as Article XVIll: 12 (disputes over balance-of
payments restrictions) and Article sXXIV:7 (disputes over the GATT
consistency of interim agreements for a customs union or free trade area),
which do not exclude resort to the general GATT dispute settlement===
in Article XXIII. Besides, the GATT regulates the resolution oftrade disputes
both at the national and the international levels. Article X:3(b) requires that:
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"Each contracting party shall maintain, or institute as soon as
practicable, judicial, arbitral or administrative tribunals or procedures for the
purpose, inter alia, of the prompt review and correction of administrative
~ction relating to customs matters. Such tribunals or procedures shall be I

mdependent ofthe agencies entrusted with administrative enforcement and
their d.ecisionsshall be implemented by, and shallgovern the practice of, such
~g~n~le~ unl~ss. an appeal is lodged with a court or tribunal or superior
jurisdiction within the time prescribed for appeals ..."

.Thus, cu.stomsduties and non-tariff trade barriers can be reviewed by
domestic courts in most GATT Contracting Parties.

Under Article XXIII complaints may take three forms.

(i) The first is a 'violation' complaint, which consists of a claim
that one or more GATT disciplines has been violated (e.g. most-favoured-
nation treatment).

(ii) Second, is a 'non-violation' complaint wherein Members may
argue that although no specificGATT rules are violated, a government measure
nonetheless nullifiesa previously granted concession. Three conditions need
to be met in order to bring such a non-violation complaint.

(a) . the measure must be applied by a government-,
(b) it must alter the competitive conditions established by the

agreed tariffbindings; and
(c)the measure must be 'unexpected' in that it could not have been

reasonably anticipated at the time the concessions were negotiated.

(iii)Thethird possibilityis a so-called' situation' complaint, under which
a Member may argue that 'any other situation' not captured by the violation
or non-violation options has led to nullification or impairment ofa negotiated
benefit.

. ,In the earl~ years of GATT: the Contracting Parties set up -working
parties to handledisputes under ArticleXXIII. These working parties included
the parties to the dispute, and hence exhibited a predisposition towards
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negotiation. As of 1952, "panels" composed of three or five independent
experts from third GATT Contracting Parties had become the preferred mode
of dispute settlement. Panel procedures have thus evolved over a period of
time 'and the dispute settlement procedures progressively codified and
supplemented by a number of decisions and understandings adopted by the
GATT Contracting Parties. This includes:

(i) Decision of5 April 1966 on "procedures under ArticleXXIIT'
applying to disputes between a developing contracting party and a developed
contracting party;

(ii) Understanding Regarding Notification, Consultation, Dispute
Settlement and Surveillance of28 November 1979;

(iii) Decision on "Dispute Settlementprocedures" of29 November

1982;
Decision on"Dispute Settlementprocedures" ono November(iv)

1984; and

(v)Decision on "Improvements to the GATTDispute SettlementRules
and Procedures" adopted on 12 April 1989.

This transition from working parties to panels was a strategic choice
to cultivate a more rule-oriented process for settling disputes.

After receiving submissions and hearing oral arguments, th~ panel
deliberated for an unspecified period oftime. Following its ~eli~eratlo~ the
panel issued a report, which need not be unanimous, announcmg Its findmgs,
the reasons and if necessary making recommendations as to the future course
of action to be taken by the disputing parties. A panel report had no legal
effect by itself. Panel reports were submitted to and voted upon by the
Contracting Parties (General Council). Reports could only be adopted by
consensus of allvoting parties, including the parties to the dispute. Consensus
meant that no party present at a vote objected to the adoption of a re~ort: A
losing party could therefore prevent adoption ofa panel report by obJectmg.
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GATT Article XXIII:2 provides for three kinds of remedies. rulings,
recommendations and suspension of obligations' . The adoption by the
Contracting Parties, acting through the General Council, of a dispute settlement/
report is regarded in GATT practice as a 'ruling'. The power to give a ruling
includes the power to decide on the GATT -consistency of disputed trade
measures and, in this context, to decide on the interpretation and application
of GATT provisions that are relevant for the dispute settlement. It also includes
the power to determine the legal responsibilities of a contracting party that has
violated GAIT law. 'Recommendations' relate to the implementation of,rulings'
and differ from them by their non-binding character. Recommendations need
to be consistent with GATT law and applicable general international law. For
example, in case of a discriminatory tax on imported products in violation of
Article III :2 , the recommendation must respect the range oflegal options
which GATT law grants to the defaulting country to remove the GATT -
inconsistenty( e.g. reduction of the higher tax on imports, increase in the lower
tax on domestic products, abolition of the tax, etc), In such cases, the dispute
settlement body will only request the defendant to bring the inconsistent measure
in conformity with GATT law by appropriate means of the country's own
choice. The last resort which Article XXIII provides to the country invoking
this procedure is the possibility of suspending the application of concessions
or other obligations on a discriminatory basis vis-a-vis the other contracting
party, subject to an authorisation to that effect by theContracting Parties.

Like many other international agreements, GATT does not define the
legal responsibilities of a contracting party that has violated its obligations, But
it has long been recognized in 0ATT dispute settlement practice and in
"secondary GATT law" that:

"the first objective of the Contracting Parties is usually to secure the withdrawal
of the measures concerned if these are found to ' be inconsistent with the General
Agreement. The provision of compensation should be resorted to only if the immediate

1 For an elaborate discussion on remedies, see E.U. Peterssmann, The GATTIWTO Dispute
Settlement System - International Law, International Organizations and Dispute
Settlement, Kluwer Law International Ltd., pp.74-81. (1997)
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withdrawal of the measure is impracticable and as a temporary measure pending the
withdrawal ofthe measures which are. inconsistent with the General Agreeinent":

B. Working ofthe GATT dispute resolution mechanism -
Evaluation

For the limited purpose of this study and considerations of brevity,
this part avoids a comprehensive analysis, but focuses on pr~viding a broad
outline ofthe working of the GATT dispute settlement mechamsm. Compared
with other international dispute settlement mechanisms, the GATT system
includes many unique features such as: the large number of complaints file,by
governments (more than 250 under GAIT Article XXIll and the corresponding
dispute settlement provisions in the 1979 Tokyo Ro~nd Agreement~); the
large number of disputes on which a panel was establIshed and submitted a
report (more than 130), the average speed of panel procedurys~le~s than ~o
months between the estabrishment of the panel and the submlss~on O,f Its
report)" the regular adoption of panel.reports by the GATT Council until the
beginning of the Uruguay Round., and the regular implementation of adopted
panel rulings within a reasonable period of'time.'

Until the start of the Uruguay Round negotiations in 1987, virtually all
panel reports submitted to the GATT Council under Article XXIIl:2 had been
adopted. But also in the, case of the four GATT panel reports'not adopted
under Article XXIII between 1948 and 1987 , the disputing parties settl~d
their dispute on the basis ofthe panel report. The GATT Director-General in
his annual report to the GATT Council in 1989 stated:

. . t be
"Overall the experience with the adoption of panel reports. contmues 0

good. There has so far been no instance in which a panel report was neither adopted n~r
implemented merely because the party complained against refused to accept the panel s

recornmendations'"
2 Understanding Regarding Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and

Surveillance, adopted on 28 November 1979.
3 Petersmann, supra n. 5, at p. 87
4 These were the Soyabeans Panel Report (LIS 142), the EEC Canned Fruit Panel Report
(Ll5778). the EEC Citrus Preferences Panel Report (Ll5776)and the Gold Coins Panel
Report (L/5863) ..
5 GATT documents C/RMIOV/latp.7 501



otwithstanding such significantfeatures, the following developments
fuelled. the need for a more resilient and fool-proof mechanism of dispute
resolurion. T~e successful GATT dispute settlement practice under Article
xxrll as mentIoned above contrasted, since 1983 with a number of unadopted I

panel :eports elaborated by panels established by the Subsidies Cod
Comrruttee u~derthe ~pecialSubsidiesCode and the Anti-Dumping COmmitte:
under the AntI-DumpIng Code. Since the 1980s, the Political pressures at the
U~guay Round ~egotiations induced the European Communities (EC) and
Uruted States ~olink t?e adoption of certain panel reports under Article XXIn
to the conclUSIonand Implementation of the Uruguay Round results.

. Under the GAIT dispute settlement system,the European Communities
Uruted States and Japan were involved in the majority of the proceedings.
Thoug~ the Gene!"al Agreement was replete with special provisions for
de~elopIng c~unt~es and the Decision of 5 April 1966 on "Procedures under
Articlexxnr entitled developing countries to the good officesofthe Director-
Gen~ral an~ a panel procedure with shorter time limits, it is interesting to note
that I~was Invoked only a handful of times, and in each of those few instances
the disfutants sett!ed or ,:ithdrew the complaint before a panel could issue a
report . Also the mcreasmg recourse to unilateral trade sanctions by some
States on.ground~ that the existing dispute settlement system was too slow
and unrehable, raised concerns leading to the desire to establish a genuine
system of enforceable rules and remedies.

WTO UNDERSTANDING ON RULES AND PROCEDURES
GOVERNING THE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

A. INTRODUCTION

The Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations launched in
1986, c?ncluded on 15 April 1994 in Marakesh (Morocco) with the signing
~:the FInal ~ct.Embodying the Re~uItsof the Uruguay Round ofMuItilateral

ade NegOtIatIons and opening for signature the Agreement establishing the

6 PM Nichols GAIT Doctrine, 36 Virginia Journal ofInternational Law (1996) p. 451.
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WTO'. The WTO came into existence on 1 January 1995.

The subject-matter ofthis study - the 'Understanding on Rules and
Procedures Governing the Settlement of Dispute' (hereinafter 'Understanding'),
is appended as Annex- 2 to the Final Act. The Understanding, which contains
27 paragraphs and four annexes, provides an integrated dispute settl~~~nt
mechanism linkingtrade ingoods, services and intellectualproperty. Exhibiting
a conscious deviation from the ambivalent approach under the GATT, the
WTO Understanding seeks to provide a firm legal basis for the settlement of
disputes. The preference for such a rule-oriented dispute settlement process
finds manifestation in the elaborate and assiduously constructed provisions for
an institutional framework and detailed procedures, as embodied in the
Understanding.

The Understanding is administered by a Dispute Settlement Body
(DSB). The Agreement Establishing the WTO (Article IV3) provides that its
General Council, consisting of representatives of all contracting parties, shall
convene as appropriate to discharge the responsibilities of the Dispute
Settlement Body. For this purpose, the membership ofthe DSB would be the
same as that of the General Council, but it may have its own Chairman and
shall establish such rules of procedure as it deems necessary for the fulfilment
of those responsibilities. The DSB would administer all dispute settlement
procedures, including establishment of panels, considerati?n of panel.reports,
providing for appeals, surveillance of implementation of ruling and
recommendations, and authorization of retaliatory measures as a last resort.

B. DISPUTE SETTLEMENT MECHANISM - AN
OVERVIEW

1. Rule-oriented adjudicative system:

Paragraph 23 ofthe WTO Understanding constitutes the basis of a
legally binding dispute settlement mechanism. Paragraph 23.1 declares ..
, For full text. see 33 International Legal Materials (1994), p 1140. For a more detailed
study on the Final Act see AALCC Secretatial brief on 'WfO as a Framework Agreement. ,
and Code of Conduct for the World Trade', supra n. 2
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When Members seek the redress of a violation of obligations or other
nullification or impairment of benefits under the covered agreements or an impediment
to the attainment of any objective of the covered they shall have recourse to and abide
by, the rules and procedures of this Understanding.

Recourse to unilateral retaliatory measures is prohibited under
paragraph 23.2(a) which states, "...Members shall not make a determination
to the effect that a violation has occurred, that benefits have been nullified or
except through recourse to dispute settlement in accordance with the rules
and procedures of this Understanding". Towards this end, the Members are
obliged to ..

(a) make a determination consistent with the panel or Appellate
Body report adopted by the DSB or an arbitration award;

(b) to follow the procedures set out in paragraph 21 of the
Understanding, in determining the reasonable period of time for the
implementation; and

(c) to follow the procedures set out in paragraph 22 of the
Understanding for determining the level of suspension of concessions and to
obtain authorization from the DSB for retaliation.

The legalistic character of the Understanding isreaffirmed in paragraph
3.2 , wherein Members of the WTO recognise that it [Understanding]serves
to preserve the rights and obligations of Members under the covered
agreements, and to clarify the existing provisions of those agreements in
accordance with customary rules of interpretation of public international law".

2. Continuity with the GATT regime

To ensure legal continuity and build upon the existingjurisprudence on
the subject, the WTO Agreement and the Dispute Settlement Understanding
explicitly provides that in its operation, consideration would be given to past,
GATT, practices and procedures. According to paragraph XVI. I of the WTO
Agreement, "the WTO shall be guided by the decisions, procedures and
customary practices followed by the Contracting Parties tp GATT 1947 and
the bodies established in the framework of GATT 1947"
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Similarly, under paragraph 3. I of the WTO Understanding, "the
Members of the WTO affirm their adherence to the principles for the
management of disputes heretofore applied under Articles XXII and XXIII of
the GATT 1947, as further elaborated and modified therein". It can be expected
thatthe interpretation and application ofWTO dispute settlement mechanism
will therefore be. strongly influenced by the past evolution ofthe GATT dispute
settlement system since 1948.

Scope and Coverages:
According to Article II.2 ofthe WTO Agreement, the Understanding

is an "integral part of this Agreement, binding on all Members". Thus the
Understanding constitutes a single binding framework integrating various
multilateral and plurilateral agreements and unified dispute settlement
mechanism.

coverage ratione materiae : Paragraph 1 of the Understanding styled
"Coverage and Application lays down the material jurisdiction of the WTO
dispute settlement mechanism. Paragraph 1. 1provides that the Understanding
shall appiy to disputes brought pursuant to the consultations and dispute
settlement procedures of the agreements listed in Appendix 19 of this
Understanding (hereinafter referred to as 'covered agreements). The covered
agreements include .. the WTO Agreement. Agreements on Trade in Goods.
the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), the Agreement on Trade
-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and the WTO Dispute
Settlement Understanding. That apart, the dispute procedures of the
Understanding also covers disputes between WTO Members concerning their
rights and obligations under the WTO Agreement and the WTO Understanding
taken in isolation or in combination with any ofthe other covered agreements.

Secondly, many multilateral agreements forming part ofthe covered
agreements such as the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of GATT

S For detailed analysis on the scope and coverage of the DSU, see Norio Komuro. 7he
WTO Dispute SeUiement Mechanism - Coverage and Procedures of the WTO
Understanding, 29 Journal of World Trade(l995), pp 5-96
9 For text see Appendix-I,
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199410, Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade" Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures" Agreement on Implementation of Article VII
of GATT 199413, Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Regulations'rand I'Agreement on Textiles" - quite independent of the dispute settlement
procedures under the Understanding contain special dispute settlement rules
and procedures". The rules and procedures ofthe Understanding applies to
these agreements subject to such special or additional rules and procedures
on dispute settlement. Paragraph 1.2 states that, "to the extent that there is a
difference between the ... Understanding and the special or additional rules
and procedures, the special or additional rules shall prevail".

Coverage ratione temporis: Coverage of the WTO dispute
settlement mechanism, as per paragaph 3.1 1, is strictlylimitedto new disputes
between WTO Members for which requests for consultation are made after
the entry into force ofWTO. As regards disputes, for which the request for
consultations was made under GATT 1947 or where the panel reports were
not adopted or fullyimplemented, the pre-WTO dispute settlement mechanism
will continue to apply.

Article II.4 of the WTO Agreement provides that GATT 1947 and
GATT 1994 (which forms part of the WTO Agreement) are "legally distinct",
and co-exist after the entry into force ofthe WTO Agreement. The WTO
Understanding is silent regarding disputes arising during the transitional
coexistence of the WTO and pre-WTO regimes. This aspect is covered by
the Transitional Arrangements of8 December 1994.17

1017.4 to 17.7
11l-U to 14.4 Annex 2

12 4.2 to 4.12, 6.6,7.2 to 7.10,8.5,25.3 to 25.4, 28.6,Atmex V
13 19.3 to 19.5, Annex II.2(f), 3, 9, 21
1436
15 2.1-U.21.4.~.5.2.5A,5.6,6.9 to 6.11,8.] to 8.12.
16 Appendix -II of the Understanding.
17See the Transitional Coexistence ofthe GAIT 1947 and the WTO Agreement (pC/12,
L/7583, 13 December 1994)as adopted by the Preperatory Committee for the WTO and
the Contracti ng Parties to GAIT 19.•7 on 8 December 1994,
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4. Settlement of disputes - Violation complaints

, . th three categories of complaints as it existed
Th WTO regime retams e 'I'de . viz violation complaint, non-violation comp amt an

under the GATT regune, ., d 'I ti n complaint paragraph 3.8 ofthe
situations complaint. As regar s, a VIOa 10 ,

Understanding states that:
. . . in ement of the obligations assumed under a

"In cases where there ISan infr . g . facie to constitute a case of
ti is conSidered pnma .

covered agreement. the ac Ion. tl t there is normally a presumptIOn that a
. . . t TillS means la . dnullificatIOn or llnpalflnen '. tl er Members parties to that covere

breach of the rules has an adverse impact o tl0 Member against whom the complaint
agreement. and in such cases, It shall ~e up to ie
has been brought to rebut the charge .

" kin ofthe dispute settlementmechanism
This section discussesthe wor d g d' The procedure as outlined

, ' work of the WTO Un erstan mg. ,
WIthinthe frame . I b r able to violation complamts.
herein willmore particular y e app IC

(i) Consultations
, ' hen "measures affecting the operation of

ConsultatIOns take place w . f a Member" are at stake.
any covered agreement taken within ~heterrhallitoryt°ifythe DSB andthe relevant

, ch consultatIOnss no c.TheMemberrequestmg su t Where such a request lor
d C ittee about the reques . dCouncils an omml, hi h the request is made shall accor

, ' de theMembertow c . d f
consultatl~n ISm~ " d hall enter into consultations within a peno 0
sympathetiCconSideration an s Wherein the ;equested party does not enter
30 days from the date of request dti 'fthe consultations do not result
into consultations within the stipulate tunI~~rt party may under paragraph 4
. f h di pute the camp ammg, .in a settlement 0 ~ e IS - blishment of a panel. The timeframe IS
ofthe Understandmg, request t~e estd~ those that concern perishable goods.
accelerated in cases of urgency, inclu mg

, iders that it has a 'substantial trade
Whenever a third-party consi , ' ' a consultation under the

interest' in such consultations, such party may jom in
followingconditions:

. if its desire to join the consultations to the(a) thethirdpartynotl est 507



consulting Members and the DSB, within 10da saft .
ofthe request for consultations y er the date ofthe circulation,

(b) the consulting Member to which hwas addressed concurs with s h t e request for consultations
.. uc a request.

(11) Good Offices, Conciliation and Mediation

Paragraph 5 of the Understandin . '. .
"voluntarily undertake good offi 'Ii?~enmts the parties to a dispute toces, concr anon or mediati ' if h
Good offices conciliation or medi ti b on, t ey so agree., ta Ion may e req t d .
party to a dispute They ma beai . ues e at any time by any. . y egm at any time and b termi .
Unhkethe 1979 Understand' h' h . e erminated at anytime.
failed consultation, the WTO UmgdwIC d~rovldes for conciliation in case of

n erstan mg allows .
offices, unconditionally This arr . a request at will for good. angement IS a refle ti f he i .
drafters to promote a negotiated sol ti cion 0 .t ~intention of the
even after a formal process has co~~~~~:~~er than an adjudicative solution,

When good offices con T ti . .
60 days after the request f~r co~sl~l:~~ or m~lat1on ar~ entered into within
period of60 days afterthatre ons, t e c~mplamants must allow a
panel. If the parties ag quest'dbefore requestmg the establishment of a

. . ree, proce ures for good +l-": •• •
mediation may continue while th eI ornces, conciliation ore pan process proceeds

. '

(iii) The Panel Process

The panel process can be discus d i hr . .. .
operational phase and adopt' f se in t ee stages: mmation stageIon 0 panel reports. '

(a) Initiation stage

Establishment of a panel: Para r h
:~~rms the right of a complainin g ap 6 of the WTO Understanding
initiated. On the request of a co g p~ to have a panel process expeditiously
by the DSB. The Underst di mp aml~g party, a panel shall be established

an mg provides for a ti fr . .
whereby a panel must be established at th I ime- ame m this regard,
that at which the-request first appear e at~st at the DSB meeting following
508 s as an Item on the DSB's agenda. The

setting up ofa panel cannot be blocked, as was the case under GPJT, unless
the DSB by consensus decides not to establish a panel. This rule of 'negative
consensus' for decision making by the DSB has the advantage of securing the
automaticity of dispute settlement procedures by excluding a veto by the
defendant party. Paragraph 7 lays down the standard terms of reference of
panels unless the disputing parties agree otherwise wit in 20 days from the

establishment ofthe panel.

Composition ofa panel: Paragraph 8 of the Understanding lays down
the qualificational requirements to be met by panellists. Panels shall be
composed of "well qualified governmental and/or non-governmental
individuals" with a wide experience. With a view to ensure the independence
of the members, they must be selected from a sufficiently diverse background.
However, panellists shall not be citizensofthe disputing parties or third parties,
unless the parties to the disputes agree otherwise.

Panels shall be composed of three panellists, unless the parties to the
dispute agree to a panel offive panellists. If there is no agreement on the
composition of panellists, the Director-General ofthe WTO, in consultation
with the Chairman oftheDSB and the parties to the dispute, shall form the
panel by appointing the panellists whom hel she considers more appropriate,
in accordance with any relevant special or additional procedure ofthe covered
agreement. In case, where the dispute is between a developing country
Member and developed country Member, the panel. shall include at least one
panellist from a developing country Member.

Procedures for multiple complaints: Where more than one Member
requests the establishment of a panel related to the same matter, paragraph 9
warrants that to the extent feasible, a single panel should be established to
examine such complaints. However, ifmore than one panel is established, to
the greatest extent possible, the same persons shall serve as panellists on each
of the separate panels and the timetable for the panel process in such disputes

shall be harmonised.

(b) Operational phase
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. Function of~anels: Paragraph 11 of the Understanding states that the
function of panels ISto assist the DSB in discharging its responsibilities.
Towards this end, the panels primary task is to:

. (~) make an objectiveassessment of the matter before it, including
an objective assessment of the facts ofthe case and the applicability of and
conformity with the relevant covered agreements,

(b) . m~e s~c~ other findings as will assist the DSB in making the
recommendations or mgIVIDgthe rulingsprovided for inthe covered agreements·
and '

(c) consult regularly with the parties to the dispute and give them
adequate opportunity to develop a mutually satisfactory solution.

Panels procedures: Panels shall follow the Working Procedures
append.ed to the Understanding as Annex-J'funless the panel decides
otherwise. Paragraph 12 mandates the panellists to fix the timetable for the
panel proces~, in consultation with Parties to the dispute. The understanding
set~ out detaI.le~rules of procedure regarding the time periodfor deposit of
written submissions by the parties to the panel.

The findings of a panel shall be submitted in the form of a report.
Where a settlement the matter among the parties to the dispute has been
found, the report of the panel shall be confined to a brief description of the
case and to reporting that a solution has been reached. In instances where
parties fail to d~velop a mutually satisfactory solution, the panel report shall
set ?ut t~e findings offact, the applicability of relevant provisions, and the
baSICrationale behind any findings and recommendations that it makes.

. .As a general rule, the duration of the panel proceedings - from the
time of I~Sco~position to the time when the finalpanel report ismade available
to the dlsputmg p~rties - shall not exceed six months. Should the panel find
the duration to be madequate, it shall inform the DSB of the reasons for the
delay together, with an estimate of the period within which it will submit the
report ..In no case, shallthe duration for panel proceedings exceed ninemonths.
Exceptionally, the panel may, following a request from the complaining party

18 For full text, see appendix 3
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suspend itswork for a period not exceeding twelve months, beyond which the
authority for establishment of the panel shall lapse.

Where one or more of the parties is a developing country Member,
the panel shallaccord sufficienttime for such Members to pr~~are.an~ present
its argumentation. In addition, the panel report shall ex.p~lcltlym~lcate t~e
form inwhich account has been taken of the relevant proViSionson differential
and more-favourable treatment for developing country Members.

Panels have the right to seek information and technical advice from
.ndividual or body which it deems appropriate. With respect to a factual

any I .. d b art to a
issue concerning a scientific or other techmcal m~tter ~a~se yap y
dispute a panel may request an advisory report 10 wntmg from an expert
review 'group.(Appendix 4 to the Understanding)19 . Besides, the panel
deliberations shallbe confidentialand the panel reports shallbe drafted Without
the presence ofthe parties to the dispute.

Interim Review: Paragraph 15 provides for an interim review stage.
Following the consideratio~ of the submissions of the disputing p~ies. the

I hall submit the descriptive (factual and argument) sections of ItSdraftpane s .. h ., t
report to the parties, for their comments. After :ec~IVIDg~ e parties ~mm~n s,
the panel shallissue an interimreport to the parties, mcludmgthe ~anel.s findmgs
and conclusions. Ifa party requests a review of parts ofthe mten~ rep~rt
within the period set by the panel, the panel should hold a furt~er mee~m~With
the parties to discuss the issue. If no commen~s are submitted within the
comment period, the interim report shallbe consld~red t~e final panel report.
The findings ofthe finalpanel report shallinclude a discussion of the arguments
made at the interim review stage.

(c) Adoption of panel reports

After the interim review stage, the final panel report is issued to the
parties within two weeks and to the WIO mem?ers wit~in th~ee weeks.
Paragraph 16 lays down that with a view to provide sufficient time ~or the
WIO Members to consider panel reports, the reports shall not be considered

19 For Full text see Appendix 4 511


